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A paraxial circularly polarized light beam and a radiation of a rotating electric dipole are considered. 

Reasons are presented that the rotating mass-energy of these electromagnetic fields represents orbital 

angular momentum rather than spin angular momentum. On the other hand, a Feynman’s quantum 

mechanics calculation of spin is presented for the radiation of a rotating electric dipole. This calculation 

shows that the rotating mass-energy of the radiation is not connected with the spin because, in 

particular, the moment of momentum is emitted mainly into the equatorial part of such a radiation, 

whereas spin is emitted into polar regions. An attempt is made to obtain the Feynman’s result in the 

frame of classical field theory. 
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A circularly polarized light beam carries an angular momentum (AM) [1,2]. However, irritative 

questions exist: what is the distribution of this AM over the beam section, and what is the nature of this 

AM, orbital or spin? The first question was discussed in [3]. Here we consider two examples, which 

help to answer the second question. 

 

1. Angular momentum of a light beam 

A paraxial circularly polarized Laguerre-Gaussian beam [4], 
l

pLG , in the cylindrical coordinates 

z,,ϕρ  with the metric 22222 dzdddl ++++++++==== ϕρρ , namely  
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z,,ϕρ  are covariant coordinate vectors, 1, =ω= ck ) is an eigenfunction of the orbital, not spin, AM 

operator ϕ∂∂∂∂−−−− hi  with the eigenvalue )1( +lh . This means that both, the circular polarization and the 

spiral phase front related with 0>>>>l , carry only orbital AM, not spin, in the frame of the standard 

electrodynamics. This contradicts the opinion that the circulating energy flow represents the spin of the 

beam (see, e.g. [2]). 

 

2. Radiation of a rotating electric dipole 

Now we consider an exact, not paraxial, solution of the Maxwell equations; the solution for the 

radiation of a rotating electric dipole [5-7] in the spherical coordinates ϕθ ,,r : 
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π−ω+ϕθω−= 4/)](exp[sin)/2/2( 23 triirirE r ,                                                 (2) 

,4/)](exp[cos)///1( 2234 π−ω+ϕθω+ω+−=θ triirrirE                                         (3) 

),sin4/()](exp[)///( 2234 θπ−ω+ϕω+ω−−=ϕ triirirriE                                       (4) 

,4/)](exp[cos)/(
2 π−ω+ϕθω+ω=θ triiriBr                                                       (5) 

.0,4/)](exp[sin)/( 2 =π−ω+ϕθω−ω= θϕϕ BtriiirB r                                           (6)  

The angular distribution of the energy flux,  

)32/()cos1()(/ 2242 πθω ++++>=>=>=>=××××=<=<=<=< rddP rBEΩ ,                                  (7) 

is depicted in Fig. 1 from [5]. The angular distribution of z -component of the moment of momentum 

flux, i.e., of torque,  

)16/(sin)]([// 2232 πθωΩτΩ >=>=>=>=××××××××=<=<=<=<==== rdddtddL zzz BEr ,                (8) 

is depicted in Fig. 2. The total power and total torque are  

πωϕθθπθω 6/sin)32/()cos1( 4224 ====++++==== ∫∫∫∫ ddP ,   πωϕθθπθωτ 6/sin)16/(sin 3223

∫∫∫∫ ======== ddz .    (9) 

Note the ratio 

ωτ /1/ ====Pz .                                                      (10) 

 
 

We present also a distribution of the degree of circular polarization σ  of the radiation [5], which 

approximately equals the ratio of lengths of the axes of the ellipse: θ≅σ cos  (Fig. 3 and 4).  

It is seen that orbital AM (8) is emitted mainly into the equatorial part of space, situated near the 

yx − -plane where the polarization is elliptic or linear. Polar regions, situated near the z-axis, are scanty 

by AM (8) although they are intensively illuminated by the almost circularly polarized radiation. So, if 

we associate spin of an electromagnetic radiation with a circular polarization, we must recognize AM 

(8) is an orbital AM, not spin. Also note, fields (2) – (6) are eigenfunctions of the orbital, not spin, AM 

operator, ϕ∂∂∂∂−−−− hi , with eigenvalue h . This confirms the orbital nature of AM (8).  

Note also that torque ωτ /Pz ====  of Eqs. (8) - (10) cannot be provided by spin because the ratio 

spin/energy for a photon is ω/1/ ====WS , and for the z-component, zS , the ratio provided by spin must 

be less, ωτ /1//
spin

<<<<==== PWS zz  contrary to Eq (10) [see Eq (18)].  
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3. Spin flux density of the dipole radiation 

A simple calculation of spin flux density of the radiation was given by Feynman [8]. But his calculation 

is beyond the standard electrodynamics. Really, the amplitudes that a RHC photon and a LHC photon 

are emitted in the direction θ  are (18.1), (18.2) 

2/)cos1( θ+a   and  2/)cos1( θ−− a .                   (11) 

So, in the direction, the spin flux density is proportional to 

θ=θ−−θ+ cos]2/)cos1([]2/)cos1([ 222 aaa .            (12) 

It may compare with Fig. 4. The projection the spin flux density on z -axis is 

θ∝Ω 22 cos/ adtddS z .                           (13) 

At the same time, expressions (11) give the power density (7), Fig. 1: 

2/)cos1(]2/)cos1([]2/)cos1([/ 2222 θ+=θ−+θ+∝Ω aaaddP .            (14) 

 

4. Classical electrodynamics spin 

The result (13) was obtained [6,7] by the use of a spin tensor [9-11]  
][][ µνλµνλλµν Π∂Π+∂=Υ AA                                  (15) 

in the frame of a modified classical electrodynamics. Here λ
A  and λΠ  are the magnetic and electric 

vector potentials which satisfy 0=Π∂=∂ λ
λ

λ
λ A ,   µννµ =∂ FA ][2 ,   2/2 ][

αβ
µναβνµ −=Π∂ Fe , where 

βααβ −= FF , νβµα
αβ

µν ggFF =  is the field strength tensor of a free electromagnetic field; µναβe  is the 

Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor density.  

Using (15) yields an angular distribution of z -component of the spin flux in the rotating dipole 

radiation, 

)16/(cos/ 223 πθωΩ ====dtddS z ,                             (16) 

and the total z -component of the spin flux,  

)12/(sin)16/(cos/ 3223 πωϕθθπθω ======== ∫∫∫∫ dddtdS z ,                    (17) 

which is half of the total orbital angular momentum flux (9). So, instead of (10) we have the ratio 

)2/(1)/( ω====PdtdS z                                          (18) 

as it must be for spin. However, the ratio of the spin flux density (16) to the power density (7) at 0=θ  

equals ω/1 ,  

ωπθω

πθω

θθ

1

)32/()cos1(

)16/(cos

0

224

223

0

====
++++

====
========

dPdt

dS z ,                        (19) 

just as for a photon because the radiation is circularly polarized with plane phase front along z -axis. 

Imagine our rotating dipole is surrounded by an absorbing sphere. Then different photons carry 

different z - component of AM to the sphere. Putting together (8) and (16) yields  

)1(cos

2
2 +θω

=
+

=
dtdP

dSdL

dtdP

dJ zzz .                                      (20) 

This means, if the wave function of a photon collapses in a pole of the sphere )0( =θ , the pole catchs 

pure spin of h , and if the wave function collapses in a point at equator of the sphere )2/( π=θ , the 

point catchs, on average, a pure orbital AM because the photon is plane polarized. And this orbital AM 

equals h2 . On average, a photon carries AM of 2/3h . 
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Conclusions and Acknowledgements 

We must recognize the standard electrodynamics does not catch sight of spin of electromagnetic fields. 

The proposed spin tensor describes spin of photons in the frame of the modified classical 

electrodynamics.  

I am deeply grateful to Professor Robert H. Romer for valiant publishing of my question [12] 

(was submitted on Oct. 7, 1999) and to Professor Timo Nieminen for valuable discussions 

(Newsgroups: sci.physics.electromag).  
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